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Meyletzer Ministeryum 

 
 
Preface: 
 

1. In accordance with Nohsi Instruction 20090201 the Meyletzer 
Ministeryum has prepared the following document as a 
comprehensive review of the status of the Ashkenatza 
Militerish Kraft as it exists with effect from Tuesday 02 Feb 
09.  

2. The Review collates from all sources the present strength of 
the armed forces as constituted in the wake of Operation 
Doremvekh. It shall also go on to review the future projected 
development of the armed forces and also elaborate briefly 
upon the assumptions that will drive that development. 

 
With Sincere Regards 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feldmarshall P. E. ben Mavet 
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Part 1 – Antebellum Structure of the Ashkenatza Militerish Kraft: 
 
1. The Ashkenatza Militerish Kraft began its development with the 

appointment of a Defence Minister (Guardian of the Yabotinsky 
Fortress) on 19 Oct 08. 

2. The first coherent order of battle for the embryonic armed 
forces was set out by the Mil'khome Byuro Working Group on 26 
Oct 08 and underwent three revisions, the latest of which being 
on 24 Jan 09. 

3. The Mil'khome Byuro Working Group ‘OrBat’ was geared towards an 
‘Army First’ defence policy that envisages a seven division 
army (six infantry, one armoured) based on a territorial home 
defence model. In each civil province, therefore, there existed 
a corresponding Militerischer Shetekh (Military District) that 
in wartime would mobilise to provide a combat ready division. 

4. The primary unit of the Ashkenatza Natsyonal Armey was the 
Landvekhnerner Teyl which comprises two militia battalions 
together with a logistics company and a support squadron of 
light armour, its purpose is territorial defence, to defend the 
key strategic points such as the cities and to delay the enemy 
at the frontier long enough to permit the commencement of 
mobilisation. 

5. By contrast an Onfaler Teyl is a flexible armoured & mechanised 
infantry formation more closely modelled on the Elwynnbrigaden 
Kampfgruppe, only distinguishable by reliance upon indigenous 
light armour rather than Babkhan Main Battle Tanks. 

6. Concurrent with the ‘Army First’ doctrine the Ashkenatzisher 
Shlakhter Yamteyl (Navy) and Ashkenatzisher Shlakhter 
Fliikkraft (Air Force) existed on paper but were allowed to 
languish at an embryonic stage while time and resources were 
devoted to the army. 

7. Indeed it was at one point in 2008 considered entirely likely 
that the navy and the air force would be supplanted entirely by 
the army’s own Militerisher-Fliik Kraft (Army Air Force) and 
Kraft fun Bregmeyletzen (Coastal Defence Force). 

8. The Militerisher-Fliik Teyl and Teyl fun Bregmeyletzen remained 
under the command of the Militerischer Shetekh to which they 
have been assigned whilst they are at their embryonic stage of 
development, after which it was intended that they would be 
elevated to fully autonomous corps level and assigned to report 
directly to the Mil'khome Byuro. 

9. The OrBat of the peacetime Ashkenatza Militerish Kraft 
consisted therefore of the following: 
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9.1. Ashkenatza Natsyonal Armey 
 
Mil'khome Byuro (General HQ) 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Komelnitzkiy (1st Ashkenazi Armoured 
Division) 
- Guards Brigade 'Nohsi' (Cml/Mech) 
- 1st Onfaler Teyl 'Nokem Schwartzbard ' (KG) 
- Militerisher-Fliik Teyl (air)* 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Litovina (1st Ashkenazi Division) 
- 1st Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Litvak' (inf) 
- 2nd Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Markish' (inf) 
- 3rd Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Elyashev' (inf) 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Porolia (2nd Ashkenazi Division) 
- 4th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Tunkel' (inf) 
- 5th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Feffer' (inf) 
- 6th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Ansky' (inf) 
- Teyl fun Bregmeyletzen (nvl)* 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Volhyria (3rd Ashkenazi Division) 
- 7th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Ettinger' (inf) 
- 8th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Kreitman' (inf) 
- 9th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Nister' (inf) 
- 2nd Onfaler Teyl 'Shternberg' (mtn Inf) 
 
Militerischer Shetekh White Litovina (4th Ashkenazi Division) 
- 10th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Sharon' (inf) 
- 11th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Ben-Gurion' (inf) 
- 12th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Netzah Yehuda' (inf) 
- 4th Onfaler Teyl 'Horev' (mtn Inf) 
- 5th Onfaler Teyl 'Landsberg' (KG)  
 
Militerischer Shetekh Zaprogia (5th Ashkenazi Division) 
- 13th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
- 14th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
- 15th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Izaria (6th Ashkenazi Division) 
- 16th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
- 17th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
- 18th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
 
9.2. Ashkenatzisher Shlakhter Yamteyl 
-ASPS Nit'khorevn (Indestructible) 
-ASPS Pakhed'kol (Fearless) 
-ASPS Shturem (Storm) 
-ASPS Blits- (Lightning) 
-ASPS Markish 
-ASPS Peretz 
(2 Light Cruisers, 2 Destroyers, and 2 Transports) 
 
9.3. Ashkenatzisher Shlakhter Fliikkraft 
- n/a. Purely embryonic. 
 
10. The important thing to remember is that this force structure 

was always intended to be the more the template from which a 
force could be generated to meet mission requirements than a 
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set in stone order of battle that would be inflexible in the 
face of future contingencies. As events were to show. 

 
 
Part 2 – Operation Doremvekh (The Tellian War): 
 
11. The sudden deterioration in relations between the Republic of 

Ashkenatza and the Kingdom of Tellia caught the Ashkenatza 
Militerish Kraft during its stage of embryonic development – 
the stage had been reached where a workable territorial defence 
force with limited offensive capability had been worked through 
in detail and adapted to cover recent territorial expansion 
(the Partition of Benacia) but whose auxiliary naval and air 
arms were still largely theoretical.  

12. Planning for a confrontation with Tellia and or Shireroth and a 
coalition of minor Benacian powers began tentatively with 
Operation Arein, which called for a two pronged offensive aimed 
at the annexation of Tellia and the readjustment of the 
frontier with Amokolia. Planning at this stage began on 29 Dec 
08 but was rapidly overtaken by events as diplomacy rapidly 
gave way to mobilisation by both parties. 

13. With effect from 04 Jan 09 Operation Arein was superseded by 
Operation Doremvekh (Southern Road)which envisaged and active 
defensive response to Tellian naval incursions into the 
recently expanded territorial waters of the Republic. 

14. The Tellian military response had been more vigorous than 
anticipated and this necessitated rapid force generation. 

15. The solution was provided by creating three cadres, each 
centred on a commissioned officer and, the 2nd Cadre aside, 
formed with two or more mobilised divisions at the core.  

16. The general assumption was that the point’s value of each cadre 
could then be used to ‘pick up’ whatever unit on paper was 
either most convenient or closest to the operational ‘theatre’. 
It was a ‘plug and play’ strategy that had in the past served 
Babkha tolerably well.   

17. However it was rapidly clear that with the enemy enjoying 
supremacy at sea and a solid aviation and missile defence 
component at home that the mobilisation of new forces would be 
required to ensure that the balance of power remained 
favourable to the Republic. 

18. The Teyl fun Bregmeyletzen was rapidly expanded to twenty-two 
surplus Matbaic Dipou A3 Anti-Shipping Fighters and twelve 
Dipou A2 Interceptors spread across nine squadrons while the 
Ashkenatzisher Shlakhter Fliikkraft deployed twenty-five Dipou 
A1 General-Purpose Fighter Aircraft across five squadrons, as 
well as a dedicated Teyl consisting of five Pantakrator Radar 
Blimps. A total of fifty-nine fighter aircraft intended to 
swamp the enemy air defences and strike a credible blow against 
the enemy's naval assets - it promised to be a nasty albeit 
short and victorious war. 

19. The other significant addition was the creation of the Forward 
Armoured Combat Reserve, a formation of one hundred Merkava 
Main Battle Tanks intended, in spite of its somewhat misleading 
nomenclature, to break the enemy’s Integrated Defence Group 
through sheer weight of numbers – creating the breakthrough 
that the 3rd Cadre could then exploit under the cover of 
complete air supremacy. 

20. Fortunately the Treaty of Klymenburg agreed on 11 Jan 09 meant 
that Operation Doremvekh was never put into action. 
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Part 3 – Post War Anomalies: 
 
21. The war and subsequent minor developments have led to some 

anomalies in the structure of the Ashkenatza Militerish Kraft. 
Firstly, the number of Ashkenatza Natsyonal Armey Militerischer 
Shetekh has not expanded to cover the new ‘Tellian’ provinces, 
including the slightly anomalous Civil-Military “Military 
Frontier”.  Similarly the Ashkenatzisher Shlakhter Yamteyl and 
the Ashkenatzisher Shlakhter Fliikkraft remain less developed 
than the army. This reflects the organic development of the 
armed forces as it evolves to face changing circumstances. 

22. Short Order No.1, issued on 24 Jan 09 brought the Bregshomrim 
(Coastguard) under the Kraft fun Bregmeyletzen, this – together 
with the wartime expansion has brought the Bregmeyletzen to the 
autonomous corps level placing it apart from its Militerischer 
Shetekh. 

 
Part 4 – Present Structure: 
 
23. As of 02 Feb 09 the structure of the Ashkenatza Militerish 

Kraft is as follows: 
 

Meyletzer Ministeryum
Yabotinsky Fortress

Ashkenatza 
Natsyonal Armey

Mil'khome Byuro
Hanokem Sholom

Ashkenatzisher
Shlakhter 
Fliikkraft 

Ashkenatzisher 
Shlakhter 
Yamteyl 

Kraft fun 
Bregmeyletzen 

Bregshomrim
(Coast Guard)

 
24.  With the full Order of Battle reading thus: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Continued on Next Page) 
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24.1. Ashkenatza Natsyonal Armey 
 
Mil'khome Byuro (General HQ) 
 
Teyl fun Bregmeyletzen (nvl) 
(20 Dipou A3 Anti-Shipping Fighter, 5 to a Teyl, except where 
indicated overwise) 
- 1st Bregmeyletzen Fliik Teyl (Klymenburg) 
- 2nd Bregmeyletzen Fliik Teyl (Klymenburg) 
- 3rd  Bregmeyletzen Fliik Teyl (Mitnik) 
- 4th  Bregmeyletzen Fliik Teyl (Mitnik) 
- 5th Bregmeyletzen Fliik Teyl (Klymenburg) (Dipou A2 x5) 
- 6th Bregmeyletzen Fliik Teyl (Mitnik) (Dipou A2 x 5) 
- 7th Bregmeyletzen Fliik Teyl (Klymenburg) (Dipou A2 x2, Dipou A3 x2) 
- 8th Bregmeyletzen Fliik Teyl (Klymenburg) (MAE Landboymer-Mk I x5) 
- 9th Bregmeyletzen Fliik Teyl  (Podil'skiyj) (MAE Landboymer-Mk I x10, 
Helios Kronos x 40) 

- Bregshomrim (Klymenburg) (SMC Ashkelon-1 x6) 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Komelnitzkiy (1st Ashkenazi Armoured 
Division) 
- Guards Brigade 'Nohsi' (Cml/Mech) 
- 1st Onfaler Teyl 'Nokem Schwartzbard ' (KG) 
- Militerisher-Fliik Teyl (air)* 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Litovina (1st Ashkenazi Division) 
- 1st Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Litvak' (inf) 
- 2nd Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Markish' (inf) 
- 3rd Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Elyashev' (inf) 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Porolia (2nd Ashkenazi Division) 
- 4th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Tunkel' (inf) 
- 5th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Feffer' (inf) 
- 6th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Ansky' (inf) 
 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Volhyria (3rd Ashkenazi Division) 
- 7th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Ettinger' (inf) 
- 8th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Kreitman' (inf) 
- 9th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Nister' (inf) 
- 2nd Onfaler Teyl 'Shternberg' (mtn Inf) 
 
Militerischer Shetekh White Litovina (4th Ashkenazi Division) 
- 10th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Sharon' (inf) 
- 11th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Ben-Gurion' (inf) 
- 12th Landvekhnerner Teyl 'Netzah Yehuda' (inf) 
- 4th Onfaler Teyl 'Horev' (mtn Inf) 
- 5th Onfaler Teyl 'Landsberg' (KG)  
 
Militerischer Shetekh Zaprogia (5th Ashkenazi Division) 
- 13th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
- 14th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
- 15th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
 
Militerischer Shetekh Izaria (6th Ashkenazi Division) 
- 16th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
- 17th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
- 18th Landvekhnerner Teyl (inf) 
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24.2. Ashkenatzisher Shlakhter Yamteyl 
-ASPS Nit'khorevn (Indestructible) 
-ASPS Pakhed'kol (Fearless) 
-ASPS Shturem (Storm) 
-ASPS Blits- (Lightning) 
-ASPS Markish 
-ASPS Peretz 
- X1  Khazar-1 (Ekranoplan) 
(2 Light Cruisers, 2 Destroyers, and 2 Transports) 
 
24.3. Ashkenatzisher Shlakhter Fliikkraft 
(25 Dipou A1 Fighter, 5 to a Teyl, except where indicated 
otherwise) 
- Capital Defence Fliik-Teyl (Kolmenitzkiy) 
- 1st Fliik-Teyl (Mitnik) 
- 2nd Fliik-Teyl (Podil'skiyj) 
- 3rd Fliik-Teyl (Mazel Tov) 
- 4th Fliik-Teyl (Hirshbaum) 
- Pantakrator AWAC Teyl (5 Pantakrator Radar Blimps) 
- 120 Helios Kronos Light Transport Blimps (Unassigned) 
 
 
Part 4 – Future Plans: 
 
25. For the sake of brevity this shall be a short summation but 

long to medium term objectives include: 
25.1. The absorption of viable Babkhan military assets and 

technologies, priority being given to Vanguard Class Super-
Dreadnaughts, Nouradin Class Nuclear Submarines, OAH Mithra 
Hypersonic Bombers and lower spec OAH fighter-aircraft. 

25.2. The expansion of the Ekranoplan “X Fleet” to at least two 
squadrons of five X1 craft apiece – with view to up-gunning 
production models beyond the payload carried by the 
prototype. 

25.3. The formation of Militerischer Shetekh for the ‘Tellian’ 
Provinces and the creation of “Tank Army” of the Military 
Frontier. 

25.4. The creation of a tri-service commando force divided into 
“Komando-Teyls” of 150 men configured to be a special 
synthesis of the best Hyperborean “Lot”, Elwynnbrigaden, and 
Antican Naval Infantry equipment and methodologies.  

25.5. The creation of a “Peshmorga-î-Mizrahi” to garrison such 
“Babkhan Remnant” enclaves as may be secured.  

25.6. The further continuation of Project Silver Bullet. 
 
Part 5 – Conclusion: 
 
26. Were one to equate the value of 1 Anuna point to 1 serving 

personnel then the Ashkenatza Militerish Kraft would have a 
theoretical maximum strength of 125,000 men at arms. Of course 
this does not account for the fact that the AMK has diversified 
in a short period of time into a remarkable variety of weapons 
systems but nonetheless with five enlisted cadres the Republic 
of Ashkenatza has at its disposal one of the strongest and most 
well prepared armed forces on the Benacian continent -  a force 
that could defeat in short order any one of its immediate 
neighbours and could theoretically even hold the Small 
Commonwealth to a stalemate that would equate with a victory by 
virtue of survival.  
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26.1. The potential acquisition of Eura provides an opportunity in 
terms of power projection but also a risk in terms of 
necessitating a thinning out of resources were one to 
attempt to defend both Euran and Benacian territories 
equally – indeed it is our opinion that the defence of both 
in a general war may not be viable at which point it may be 
necessary to sacrifice the erstwhile Babkhan territories and 
postpone their recovery until the safety of the homeland is 
assured.  

26.2. The acquisition of even a portion of the Imperial Babkhan 
Navy would on the other hand elevate the Ashkenatzisher 
Shlakhter Yamteyl from a mere coastal defence force to one 
of the foremost navies of Micras. This in itself would make 
being “heir to Babkha” desirable.   

27. With diminishment of the external threat to the Republic we can 
enjoy this period of respite and treat it as an opportunity for 
further consolidation and development before the vagaries of 
the scenario we find ourselves in once more assert themselves 
and throw the next strategic “Black Swan” in our direction. 

 


